
AUTONOMOUS MOBILE TOILET CABINS AQUAROOM
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"Aquaroom" AMTC is designed and created by

the best home and foreign specialists. It complies

with the strictest modern requirements. The poly-

ethylene underpan (base) as compared with the

wooden bases of the other mobile toilet cabins pro-

vides a strong and long living structure. The poly-

ethylene base doesn’t require any additional protec-

tion. 

One of the advantages of "Aquaroom" AMTC is

its accumulator tank. The capacity of this tank

makes 300 l, compared with 200 and 220 liters of

similar cabins of other home and foreign make.

300 liters tank is the most optimal decision as it

provides for more than 500 entries, while the cabin

area stays the same as that with the tank of 370

liters. 

Ventilation system of "Aquaroom" AMTC pre-

vents the accumulation of unpleasant and harmful

odor inside the cabin.  "Aquaroom" AMTC doesn’t

require the installation of additional lightning sys-

tem. Thanks to the white color of the roof there is

enough natural light in the cabin during the day-

time. For the night time illumination it is enough to

locate the cabin close to the street lighting.
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AUTONOMOUS MOBILE TOILET CABINS AQUAROOM

Name Height, mm Width, mm Depth, mm Tank capacity, l Weight, kg

AMTC 2350 1150 1150 300 87

The standard set of "Aquaroom" AMTC in-

cludes a sink, a washbasin, a paper-hold, a hook

for handbags and clothes, a latch with

"Close/Open" indication and a handle.

Additionally "Aquaroom" AMTC are equipped

with lightning and heating systems, a towel-hold, a

mirror, a dispenser for liquid soap. Upon the con-

sumer’s request "Aquaroom" AMTC can be manu-

factured in any color spectrum. It is possible to

place the company’s logo and address on the side

walls and on the door. 

The Toilet Cabins are made of strong polyeth-

ylene of foreign make, resistant to temperature dif-

ference from – 40_ to + 60_ that allow using them

both in areas of hot climate and in the regions of

Far North.

Special additives to the polyethylene make

these cabins resistant to direct UV sunlight impact.

"Aquaroom" cabins are lightweight that simplifies

the issue of their transportation both in assembled

and disassembled form. 

All deodorant and disinfecting liquids for toilet

cabins you can purchase at "Aquatech" representa-

tive office.


